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3D MODELLING IN GENERAL is rather daunting, considering the

plethora of available tools and software, and one of the most

awkward aspects is the diversion from traditional modelling techniques.

Computer modelling is a far cry from moulding a lump of clay, but it

doesn’t have to be. Amorphium, from Play, Inc offers a greatly simplified

means for creating organic models quickly.

There are several ways to model in Amorphium but the easiest way to

get a model started is to use the BioSpheres, which are your basic

metaballs found in most other 3D programs.With the BioSpheres you

shape the initial form of the part you are creating, and then you utilise

the Tools&Distorts to add the fine details.

In the following tutorial we’ll be modelling one of the characters from

my upcoming television series, Fruits & Veggies. He is Carrot Top, the carrot

king of the Veggies empire. Carrot Top is an ideal model to be created in

Amorphium because he’s a very lumpy, irregular cartoon character. He has

a very clay-sculpted appearance, which is where Amorphium shines.

Let’s get started carving our carrot.

WALKTHROUGH: Start with a BioSphere

1 First we select the BioSphere menu item and then

click on New to add a BioSphere to the workspace.

We can keep the default settings for Oblateness, but we’ll

want to set the Energy to 60 and the Radius to 20.

2 Then we add five new BioSpheres to the

workspace, scaling them down each time.

Place one under another to create the general shape

of the carrot body.

3 We’ll add one more BioSphere at the bottom of the

body to create the hips, where we’ll be adding the

legs.This last BioSphere is also scaled down slightly to

create a nice taper to the legs. Next, we’ll add the legs.

4 Now we Preview the BioSpheres to see that we

have the proper shape. It should look like a lumpy

carrot.Well, it is blue at the moment but we’ll add the

colour when we Generate the model. For now we’ll

continue creating the body detail with BioSpheres.

5 The legs are tricky as they are so skinny.We won’t

see the BioSphere until we move it towards the

body. First, add a new BioSphere, and then set the

Oblateness to 2 to make it tall.Set the Radius to 18 to

make it thin and the Energy to 100.

6 Then we move the leg into position under the left

side of the body.The leg will now appear as it

blends with the body. It looks crude but when we

Generate the model it will be smooth.

MODELLING 
WITH AMORPHIUM

➔

Animator Bill Fleming has created whacky characters

for TV, including Carrot Top, below. Follow our step-by-step guide,

using the full software on your cover CD, to find out how he did it.

3D MODELLING

ON THE CD

➔

Carrot Top, King of the Veggies, from the forthcoming Fruits & Veggies cartoon.

Mini CV:
Bill Fleming

■ World’s leading 3D
author with 5
international best-
sellers in 6 languages
■ Consultant to
leading studios such
as ILM, PDI, Pixar and
Disney.
■ Creator, writer and
director of the US
television/video
holiday specials 
Buster Christmas Wish,
Creepy Candy Caper,
and The Grin Reaper.
■ Creator, writer,
director and producer
of the animated
television series 
CG Toonz.
■ Creator and visual
effects supervisor of
the feature film
Underworld.
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ORGANIC CREATIONS
Amorphium is a great program for quickly creating organic 3D
models, though you will find that if you are seeking a flawless,
well-rounded and smoothed model it will take a bit of effort. One
way to ensure a smooth model is to use larger Brushes with low
Pressures so the effect isn’t too dramatic. Then you make multiple
passes over the same section to raise or lower it smoothly.

MOVING AROUND
While you can click on a BioSphere to move and edit it you are
better off using the Controls since you will often edit the wrong
BioSphere when clicking on them in the workspace. You can
quickly move between the BioSpheres to select them by pressing
your Up/Down arrow keys.

ROUGH AND SMOOTH
Modelling with Brushes in Amorphium tends to make a rough
model. To smooth this, you can either use the global Smooth
Distort or the Smooth Tool. When creating fine details you are
better off using the Smooth Tool since it will give you precision
control over the area you smooth. The Smooth Distort will tend to
erase fine details since it has less control over the intensity of the
smoothing.

TIPS
PHOTOSHOP MASTERCLASS AMORPHIUM MASTERCLASS 

7 Now we add a New BioSphere, which clones the

setting of the first leg, and then just move it to the

right side of the body.

8 Generate the model, and then switch to the

Paint&Optics menu item so you can paint the carrot

body. Select an orange colour from the palette and then

click on the Paint Bucket to fill the object with that colour.

Now we’ll add the fine details to the carrot body.

9 First switch to the Tools&Distorts section.Then click

and hold on the Smooth Distort and pull to the

right to smooth the model.

10 Now select the Smooth tool and click on the first

Brush in the palette on the right. Set the Pressure
to 16 and the Radius to 26. Zoom into the legs and paint

around the end to smooth them.To complete the body

we’ll now add irregularities to the surface.

11First, select the Brush tool, and then paint a thin

ridge around the left side of the carrot. Use the

Rotate&Bank tools to rotate the carrot so you can see

what you are doing.

12 Now paint several more thin ridges around the

body of the carrot, making it lumpy and

asymmetrical. It’s important that a cartoon carrot has

distinct character. Okay, now we have a complete body

for Carrot Top, we’ll tackle the greenery on his head.

13 Switch back to BioSpheres and save the Carrot

Body.Then delete all existing BioSpheres and

add a new one to your workspace.We’re going to add a

number of BioSpheres to create a lumpy mass of cartoon

greenery.

14 Next we add a new BioSphere and place it on

top of the first one, creating the stem for the

greenery. Now we can move on to adding the actual bulk

of the greenery.

15We start by adding a large BioSphere to the end

of the stem, making sure to place it off to the

side so the greenery droops down over the carrot.

➔

Working
methods

“While heavily
typecast as a 3D guru
for the PC platform, Bill
Fleming actually does
a great deal of work
on Macintosh
computers, and the
majority of it is
actually 2D – mainly
airbrush work.

“I like to keep
variety in my graphic
art, mixing 2D and 3D
styles. If there is one
thing I focus on in all
of my work it’s detail. I
think the smallest
details of an image
carry the greatest
weight. Images that
lack small details don’t
hold the viewer’s
attention very long. I
like to give them
plenty to see, sort of a
visual smorgasbord.”
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On the cover CD
you’ll find a copy of
Amorphium 1.0,
which you can
register for
permanent use by
going to http://
www.amorphium.
com/codes/index1.
html. Here you will
be able to register
your copy and
receive a serial
number to license
your software. Also
turn to our upgrade
offer on page 132 
for a great money-
off deal.

GOING
FURTHER

16 Now we add another, slightly larger BioSphere

to the end of that one, creating the bulk of the

greenery. Next we add all the little lumps that make it

appear more natural, and cartoony.

17 To complete, we create five new BioSpheres of

different sizes and place them around the bulk

of the greenery, making liberal use of the Move&Zoom
and Rotate&Bank tools to navigate.

18 Save the BioSphere object, Generate the model

and switch to Paint&Optics where we apply a

green colour to the model with the Paint Bucket.We

could paint more specific colour detail on the model at

this point but as it’s a cartoon, a solid colour is ideal.

19 Move to the Tools&Distorts section, and then

select the Smooth tool. Paint strokes vertically

down the stem to smooth it into a more linear shape

that tapers at the tip.The BioSpheres made it a bit lumpy

but it’s easy to fix with the Smooth tool.

20 To create the shoes, go back to the BioSphere
section, delete the existing BioSpheres and add

a new one. Create three more, making each smaller and

placing them under one another.The last one should be

slightly larger.This is the main shape of the shoe.

21 To shape the top of the shoe, rotate the

BioSpheres to a side view, and then add another

BioSphere on top of the back of the shoe.This is where

the leg will be inserted into it.

22 Now we Generate the shoe model, switch to

Paint&Optics and Fill the model with a deep

pink colour. Now we need to shape the bottom and top

of the shoe using the Tools&Distorts.

23 First we click and hold on the Flatten Distort.

Then we pull to the right all the way to flatten

the front of the model.

24 Rotate to a top view, select the Brush tool with a

16-pixel Radius and a Pressure of 9%, and paint

a ridge around the back of the shoe where the leg is

placed. Select the second Brush from the palette, set the

Pressure to -8 and create a depression in the shoe.

25 To complete our shoe we need to create a sole.

First we go back to the BioSphere section,

Generate a new model, switch back to Tools&Distorts and

then Flatten both sides of the model. Finally, switch to

Paint&Optics and Fill the sole with a dark grey colour.

26 In Composer, Scale the Greenery and place it on

top of the carrot. Duplicate it three times and

rotate the clones so there’s one on each side. Place the

shoe on the heel, Merge the objects and place the shoe

under one leg. Duplicate and mirror it for the other shoe.

27 Add a white Sphere for the eye, with a black dot

for the pupil.Scale the eye and place it. Duplicate
it, scaling it slightly, and place it by the first.To render a

test of our carrot character we select the Antialiasing
Option, and then click on Compose Image.

MASTERCLASS AMORPHIUM

About Fruits &
Veggies

Fruits & Veggies is one
of six shows in a
variety cartoon
television series Bill
Fleming developed
called CG Toonz, which
is being produced at
Aston Animation Inc.

“Fruits and Veggies
is a story of two
warring empires.These
whimsical, and quite
goofy fruit and
vegetable characters
reside in the gardens
of two neighbouring
houses where the
wives constantly
bicker over who has
the best garden.

“These tasty little
characters were
spawned from
magical seeds that
spilled out of an
ancient alien
spacecraft buried
deep below the
gardens, and fight
battles on behalf of
their respective
housewives. I like to
call it the ultimate
food fight.

“The series will
premiere in the US in
2003, though I’m not
able to comment on
the network as of yet.”

MF
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